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caterpillars. She then fills the tunnel with pellets of earth, carefully chewing up the larger pieces so
as to make a close, wellpacked filling (fig. 143). Lastly, she carefully smooths off the surface and
puts a small flat piece of salt crust on top (fig. 144), so that the site of the tunnel shall be as nearly
indistinguishable as possible. Ammophilas are common all over the country, and the nest-building
of various species has been watched by other observers. The use by an individual Ammophila of a
small pebble, held in the jaws, as a tool to pound down and smooth off the earth has been twice
recorded, once in Wisconsin and once in Kansas. These are per-Fig. 147.--The plum curculio, haps
our only records of the use SXJSXJl of a tool by an insect. (Photograph by M. V. Slinger Very
interesting accounts...
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This publication will never be e ortless to begin on studying but extremely entertaining to learn. It is probably the most incredible publication i have go
through. I realized this ebook from my i and dad suggested this publication to learn.
-- Austin O 'Connell-- Austin O 'Connell

I just started out reading this ebook. I could comprehended every little thing out of this written e book. I am pleased to inform you that this is actually the
very best publication i have read through inside my personal life and could be he best ebook for ever.
-- Antonia  O r n IV-- Antonia  O r n IV
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